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Abstract 
 
This paper describes studies on a new processing route for fabricating highly porous ceramics. 
The method is based on the generation of a foam from an aqueous suspension of ceramic powder 
and the subsequent stabilisation of the structure by in situ polymerisation of organic monomers. 
The influence of the slip viscosity on the foam volume and stability was determined using 
concentrated alumina suspensions containing dispersing agents and two commercial foaming 
agents. The in situ polymerisation of organic monomers led to fast solidification, resulting in 
strong, porous bodies which could withstand machining. The resulting ceramic foams consisted 
of a highly interconnected network of spherical cells with densities as low as 6% of theoretical. 
The distribution of cell size was dependent both on the density of the specimen produced and on 
the time for polymerisation onset. The size ranged from approximately 30 μm to 600 μm. 
Enlargement of cell size to achieve materials of higher permeability was possible through 
expansion of the foam via pressure reduction before polymerisation. The creation of highly 
densified struts between the cells led to flexural strengths as high as 26 MPa. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The increasing interest in porous materials has been associated mainly with their specific 
properties, such as high surface area, high permeability, low mass, low specific heat and low 
thermal conductivity. These characteristics are found to be essential for technological 
applications that can include catalyst supports, filters for molten metals and hot gases, refractory 
linings for furnaces, and porous implants in the area of biomaterials. 
In addition to the composition and mechanical properties of the porous bodies, the cell size and 
morphology are also important factors that influence the suitability for potential applications. 
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Predominantly closed cell materials are needed for thermal insulation whilst open interconnected 
materials are required for uses involving fluid transport such as filters and catalysts.  
 
Amongst the various processing methods for fabricating porous ceramics, the four most common 
can be divided into two groups. The first two approaches lead mainly to porosity in the range of 
2-100 nm; they are the incorporation of organic phases that are then eliminated during firing [1] 
and the partial sintering of ceramics [2]. The other two approaches typically produce cellular 
pores varying from approximately 50 μm to 5 mm; they are the replication of polymer foams by 
impregnation [3] or CVD coating [4] and the foaming of suspensions[5-7].  
 
This work describes studies on a novel processing route for porous ceramics with a cellular 
structure. The technique comprises the foaming of aqueous ceramic suspensions containing 
organic monomers prior to the in situ polymerisation of the foam. 
 
2. Foaming of Suspensions 
 
Foams can be produced either by mechanical frothing or by the injection of gases into ceramic 
suspensions. In most cases the addition of a surfactant is required to stabilise the presence of 
bubbles. Owing to their molecular configuration, surfactants tend to absorb onto gas-liquid 
interfaces with a hydrophobic part being expelled from the solvent and a hydrophilic part 
remaining in contact with the liquid. Through this mechanism, the surfactants can reduce the 
surface tension of the gas-liquid interfaces and hence stabilise the liquid foams for a limited 
period of time [8]. A further mechanism is then required to provide a more permanent form of 
stabilisation. 
 
It should be noted that several transformations in the bubble structure might occur within the 
interval between foam generation and foam solidification. Some bubbles may shrink and 
disappear whilst others may coalesce to form larger bubbles. These changes are due to a thinning 
process of the lamella surrounding the bubbles by mechanisms that include drainage due to 
gravity, drainage due to capillary action, local depression of surface tension due to hot spots and 
van der Waals attraction between the surfaces of thin films. Other mechanisms work to resist the 
thinning. These include: the ability of films to repair differential concentrations of surfactant 
which may result from disruptions (elasticity); the relatively high viscosity of liquid in the bulk; 
the electrostatic repulsion between the two sides of a very thin film; and cohesion between the 
absorbed surfactant chains around the film [9]. All changes in the foam structure prior to 
solidification are important because they influence the final cell size distribution, wall thickness 
and microstructure of the solid foams. These in turn have a major role in determining properties 
such as permeability and strength. For example, when the films surrounding bubbles remain 
intact until solidification, a closed-cell foam is formed. Open-celled foams are produced when 
the films rupture partially. In extreme cases, excessive film rupture can lead to foam collapse. 
 
3. Setting of Foamed Suspensions 
 
The routes and substances currently used for the setting of fluid suspensions, regardless of 
whether they have been previously foamed, can be classified as follows: drying or freeze-drying 
of the solvent [10], compositions which can form a gel intrinsically [11], the incorporation of 
gelling substances such as cellulose derivatives [12] or alginates [13], and the in situ 
polymerisation of monomers [14-18]. 
 
The organic monomers used for the latter route must be soluble in water and retain a high 
reactivity. Commonly applied types in ceramic systems include methyl methacrylate, butyl 
acrylate [14], acrylamide [15], and other acrylates [17]. The polymerisation of these vinyl 
monomers can be brought about by a variety of initiating systems that have a marked influence 
on the rates at which the reaction proceeds. For example, chemical initiation using systems such 
as peroxide-amine, as initiator and catalyst respectively, can be very effective in producing fast 
gelation [19]. 
 
In polymerisation, it is common to observe a period of inactivity between the addition of 
reagents and the actual beginning of the polymerisation reaction. This is known as the induction 
period or idle time (ti) [20]. In the processing of porous ceramics, the induction period represents 
the time available for casting of the fluid foam into a mould and for the subsequent changes that 
take place in bubble structure. Thus, because the induction period allows time for bubble 
enlargement and lamella thinning, it has an important role in determining the final cell size 
distribution and strut thickness. It can also result in the presence of flaws in the cell walls if 
excessive disruption of the films occurs before polymerisation takes place. Good control of the 
induction time is primarily achieved by altering the concentration of initiator and catalyst; 
however, other parameters have also been shown to be very important, such as the temperature 
and pH [21]. 
 4. Experimental Procedure 
 
4.1 Foam production 
 
The process for fabricating the ceramic foams is given by the flowchart in Figure 1 [22]. 
Aqueous suspensions were prepared containing A16-SG alumina powder2 in concentrations 
ranging from 72-78 wt%, a fixed amount (6.5 wt%) of an acrylate monomer and various 
concentrations of ammonium polyacrylate dispersing agent. All the slip components were 
thoroughly mixed and then further homogenised for 15-30 min in a polyethylene ball mill 
containing alumina cylinders. The suspensions' rheology was evaluated through measurements of 
shear stress and viscosity at increasing shear rates, from 10 to 1200 s-1, prior to standardising at 
80.5 s-1. A V88 Bohlin Viscometer3 with a C30 test set up was used for these measurements. 
 
0.33 wt% of two different foaming agents, Triton X114 and Tween 804, was added, individually, 
to the alumina suspensions and vigorous stirring was applied in order to generate a foam. This 
procedure was performed in a sealed vessel under a controlled nitrogen atmosphere. The volume 
of foam produced was measured against stirring time using 80 g samples of 74.1 wt% alumina 
slip (~40 ml of unfoamed slip); the foam volume being expressed in ml and scaled to 100 grams 
of slip. The rheology of the fluid foams was measured as for the slips and the foam persistence 
was verified through observation of the mixture in 100 ml measuring cylinders. 
 
The influence of the slip viscosity on the foam volume was examined using slips containing 72, 
75 and 76.5 wt% alumina whilst in subsequent tests, slips with a comparable viscosity value for 
all three solids contents were used (approximately 250 mPa s at 80.5 s-1 shear rate). 
 
Setting of the fluid foam was promoted by the in situ polymerisation of the acrylate monomer. 
Since the polymerisation is intrinsically an exothermic reaction the induction time could be 
easily evaluated from curves of temperature increase with time. The concentration of these 
reagents was designed to produce an induction period such that polymerisation was initiated 
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immediately after casting of the foam into a mould was completed. Subsequent tests were carried 
out with different induction periods in order to verify the effect on the final cell size. 
 
A procedure was employed to produce foams with cell sizes larger than those obtained directly 
through foaming. The suspensions were initially foamed as previously described, however only 
to volumes lower than the final ones desired. Then, within the time allowed by the induction 
period, the foam was placed in a desiccator and had the pressure reduced using a vacuum pump 
until the required final volume was achieved. The pressure was held constant until setting of the 
foam took place. 
 
After polymerisation, all the samples were cooled down to room temperature and removed from 
the moulds. The specimens were initially dried at room temperature for approximately 24 hours 
and then in an oven at 110°C. Firing was performed for 3 hours at 1550°C using heating rates of 
3°C min-1 up to 300°C and then 5°C min-1 up to the sintering temperature. 
 
4.2 Characterisation of the Foams 
 
Green bodies were core-drilled and their densities worked out from measurements of their mass 
and dimensions, both before and after sintering. From the green bodies, samples representing 
various densities were cut into bars designed to have post-sintering dimensions of approximately 
15 mm x 25 mm x 70 mm, for determination of the fired fractured strength by three point 
bending. A Universal Testing Machine5 at a loading rate of 0.6 mm/min was used. 
 
The cell size distribution within the foams was obtained using an optical microscope connected 
to an image analyser. Linear intercept measurements were performed on cross-sectional areas of 
the foams comprising approximately 60 mm2 areas. Histograms relating the number of cells to 
the measured cell size were used to retrieve the values of mean cell size and its respective range. 
The latter was related to a normal distribution standard deviation. 
 
5. Results and Discussions 
 
5.1 Rheology of Suspensions 
 
Figure 2 shows the effect of dispersant concentration on the viscosity of suspensions at various 
loadings of alumina powder. The viscosity can be seen to approach a minimum for all solid 
loadings. This behaviour has been explained elsewhere [23,24]. 
 
All the slips prepared in this work revealed a shear thinning or pseudoplastic behaviour. This 
behaviour is characterised by the decrease in viscosity at increasing shear rates and is typically 
found in the dispersion of alumina suspensions containing a high percentage of solids. In the 
fabrication of ceramic foams, a slight pseudoplasticity can favour the generation of the foam 
since lower viscosities are obtained under shearing, and, under static conditions, can significantly 
improve the foam stability since the viscosity increase delays the collapse of fluid films around 
the bubbles. 
 
5.2 Foaming of Alumina Suspensions 
 
Figure 3 shows the foam volume versus stirring time for suspensions containing 74.1 wt% 
alumina and the two different foaming agents. The foam volume increases gradually up to a 
maximum after approximately 4 min of agitation. During this initial stirring period gas is 
entrained into the suspensions and liquid is drawn around each bubble until a thin film is formed. 
Initially, the ability of a foaming agent to produce large quantities of foam depends on the 
surfactant’s effectiveness in reducing the surface tension of the solution. Subsequently, the 
surfactant molecules of the foaming agent move from the interior of the slips toward the newly 
created surfaces, establishing forces to prevent further thinning. When most surfactant molecules 
have attached themselves to the gas-liquid interfaces, the stabilisation of new films is no longer 
possible and the volume increase becomes negligible. Hence, the maximum foam volume is 
associated with a minimum thickness of film that can sustain a stable foam. Above this level, 
stirring may continuously generate bubbles; however, they disintegrate almost instantly 
preventing an increase in the foam value. 
 
Besides the ability to generate high foam volumes, a foaming agent must also be able to produce 
stable and firm foams. With respect to foam stability, as expected, bubble enlargement occurred 
at faster rates for less viscous and more highly foamed suspensions. This bubble enlargement is 
mainly a result of coalescence and coarsening. The coalescence of neighbouring bubbles is a 
consequence of the displacement of liquid around neighbouring bubbles up to the point that the 
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films separating them are so fine that rupture occurs. Coarsening, on the other hand, occurs due 
to the diffusion of gas. This is driven by differential pressure from smaller to larger bubbles [9]. 
These two phenomena occur at significantly faster rates in more highly foamed suspensions 
because of the reduced thickness of the liquid films. 
 
Figure 4 reveals the maximum foam volume generated with suspensions containing from 72 to 
78 wt% alumina and with each solids content suspension being deliberately formulated to have a 
range of viscosities. It may be seen that the viscosity had little influence on the final foam 
volume generated except for the lowest solids content slurry. It should be noted that slips of 
viscosity lower than about 250 mPa s probably led to smaller foam volumes due to the inferior 
stability of the liquid films created. Meanwhile, the slight decrease in foam volume generated 
with slips of viscosity higher than 250 mPa s is believed to be attributable to the inability of the 
mixer used to maintain the required speed levels when stirring the more viscous systems. 
 
The rheology of the foamed slips displayed in Figure 5(a) appears to be typical of pseudoplastic 
fluids. At the lowest shear rates measured, the foamed systems exhibited viscosity levels of 
approximately 1.5 Pa s to 2.0 Pa s, whilst the non foamed suspension showed a viscosity of about 
0.5 Pa s. At these low shear rates, the high viscosity of the foams can be attributed to the 
presence of bubbles and surfactant molecules at the gas-liquid interfaces. These interact with 
each other to provide resistance to deformation. At the higher shear rates, the foam viscosities 
attained values that were comparable to the viscosity of the non-foamed slip as a result of foam 
collapse. This behaviour can be confirmed by the variation of shear stress against shear rate 
observed in the curves of Figure 5(b). For foamed systems, the shear stress increases with 
increasing shear rate up to ~600 s-1 followed by a marked decrease above this level. This point is 
related to the stress level that the liquid films can resist. These results demonstrate that under 
higher stresses the properties of the wet foams are altered by the measurements themselves. 
Therefore, in order to compare non-foamed and foamed systems in terms of viscosity, only the 
measurements performed at the lower shear rates should be considered. 
 
The foam rheology is important because the process involves casting. In common with other 
casting operations, very fluid systems are required in order to enable easy filling of small details 
in moulds to allow production of high complexity shapes. The high viscosity characteristics of 
foamed systems at low shear rates can thus be a critical factor for the production of complex 
shaped foamed bodies. 
 5.3 Foam Density and Cell Size Distribution 
 
Figure 6 shows the green and sintered density values of bodies produced from suspensions 
foamed to different levels. Green densities ranging from 0.18 to 1.09 g cm-3 were obtained, 
leading to post-sintering densities of 7% to 47% of the theoretical value (taken as 3.94 g cm-3). 
This corresponds to as much as 93% porosity in the final structure. The linear shrinkage of the 
foams ranged between 2% and 4% during drying. On sintering, the levels of shrinkage were 
found to be within the limits of approximately 15-20% and, as expected, increased as the solids 
content decreased. 
 
The evolution of cell size for foams with a final density of 12% of theoretical (0.33 g cm-3) that 
were polymerised after various induction times (ti) can be observed in Figure 7. A clear influence 
on ti can be observed. When polymerisation occurred only 30 s after foam generation, the foam 
structure was preserved against excessive bubble enlargement. Thus a narrow cell size 
distribution was achieved with cell sizes generally in the range of 30-300 μm. As the induction 
time was extended the mean cell size increased and substantially wider cell size distributions 
were observed. 
 
Polymerisation promoted at a late stage of bubble enlargement is generally undesirable because 
it can produce low strength materials as a result of flaws originating from disrupted cells. In 
addition, the longer induction period leads to a broader and less controlled cell size distribution, 
and so should not be used to produce large cell size foams. 
 
The density plays an important role in the determining the microstructure of the sintered foams, 
as shown by Figure 8. The foams exhibit approximately spherical cells with no preferred 
orientation, resulting in isotropic properties. It can also be seen that the cell walls are filled with 
extra material as the density is increased, leading to a smaller window size and hence thicker 
struts. Very high density foams exhibit a near closed-cell structure with inter-connectivity 
reduced to effectively zero. If the density is increased further beyond this point, the only effect is 
that the struts become thicker. 
 
Figure 9 shows the mean cell sizes and corresponding cell size ranges retrieved from the 
histograms in Figure 7 for foams of various densities. The mean cell size varies within the limits 
of 50-300 μm, with a distribution in the range of 30-600 μm, with the larger sizes being found in 
the lower density structures. These variations in cell size and strut thickness are a direct result of 
the foaming process. Highly foamed slips have liquid films of reduced thickness and due to the 
faster drainage, they suffer rapid bubble enlargement. This leads to the final foams containing 
thinner struts, larger cell and window sizes, and thus being more permeable. 
 
The cell size distribution of foams could be varied independently of the sample density by 
expanding a fluid foam up to a higher final volume by reducing the pressure present prior to 
polymerisation. Table 1 shows the results of sintered density and mean cell size for foams 
expanded from slips containing 71.4 wt% and 75 wt% alumina. The expansion led to mean cell 
sizes within the limits of 250-700 μm, with a distribution of 50-2000 μm, depending mainly on 
the magnitude of the volume expanded. Micrographs in Figure 10 show examples of the 
structure of a non expanded (a) and of an expanded (b) foam with the same density. A variety of 
permeability levels and porosity ranges may be produced in this manner, greatly increasing the 
extent of possible applications for these porous ceramics. 
5.4 Mechanical Strength 
 
Figure 11 depicts the bending strength of alumina foams as function of the density. As expected, 
the strength decreases proportionally to the decrease in density owing to the smaller bulk area 
that is actually submitted to loading in lower density specimens. 
 
The relationship between the foam density and bending strength had a slope of 2.3 in a double 
log plot. This value differs from the 1.5 value predicted by the model proposed by Gibson et al 
[25], which is designed to describe the dependence of the properties of open cellular ceramics on 
the density: 
Properties of foam ∝ ⎡
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ρ
ρ
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        [1] 
where C is a constant that depends on the geometry of cells, ρ is the foam density and ρs is the 
strut density. 
 
The power dependence of the strength on the relative density obtained in this work shows that 
the density exerts a more pronounced influence on the strength than that predicted by the model. 
This is because the model considers foams with constant cell size, whereas in this work the cell 
size varies with density. Furthermore, variations in strut strength as a result of the variations in 
density may also have a role in the observed results. Thinner struts in low density foams contain 
a large number of defects because they derive from thinner films in the liquid foam, which are 
closer to rupturing. Conversely, the thicker struts in the denser foams, originate from stable, non 
disrupted films and hence contain fewer defects. Evidence for this came from SEM observations 
that revealed residual porosity in the struts of some of the lowest density foams produced. Brown 
et al [26] has also shown that for open-cell ceramics the strut strength can be dependent on strut 
volume and on the microstructure of the strut. 
 
The problems with low strength levels reported in reticulated foams do not appear in the foams 
produced in this work. For instance, Lange et al [27] reported tensile strengths no greater than 
0.8 MPa for a range of commercial alumina/zirconia products of density ranging from 7% to 
12%. Brezny et al [28] presented values of bending strength varying from 0.5 MPa to 6 MPa 
when the density increased from 8% to 24% for high alumina compositions. Consequently, the 
higher magnitudes of strength of foams produced in this work, 26 MPa when the density was 
30% of theoretical, have been related to the dense struts and less flawed microstructures that are 
created when polymerisation proceeds rapidly soon after foaming. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
The method of foaming followed by polymerisation studied in the present paper shows high 
versatility and the ability to produce highly porous green bodies that are comparatively strong 
and can easily withstand machining. The density of the ceramic foams could be varied by 
altering the foam volume generated with a given quantity of slip. Cells showed smaller 
interconnecting windows and larger strut thickness when the density of the specimens was 
increased. The induction time for polymerisation onset also influenced the cell size distribution 
since it allowed time for bubble enlargement. In general both the mean cell size and the 
distribution were broadened. Expansion of the fluid foams prior to polymerisation could be used 
to generate a large range of cell sizes independently of the density. Cell size was enlarged from 
30-600 μm in non expanded foams up to 50-2000 μm in expanded foams. 
The bending strength varied between 2 MPa and 26 MPa for samples of density ranging from 
8% to 30% of theoretical density. The higher strength magnitudes obtained for this material, 
compared to other conventional methods, are due to the less flawed structure and dense struts 
and walls produced. 
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Slip composition / wt% 
alumina 
Vo / ml Vf / ml ΔV / ml Relative 
density / % 
Mean cell 
size / μm  
71.4 
71.4 
71.4 
71.4 
71.4 
71.4 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
115 
140 
220 
105 
125 
135 
140 
190 
115 
125 
210 
190 
415 
415 
430 
325 
325 
310 
330 
330 
325 
325 
330 
300 
300 
275 
210 
220 
200 
175 
190 
140 
210 
200 
120 
110 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
8.7 
8.9 
9.0 
8.7 
8.7 
9.1 
9.1 
16.6 
16.7 
540 
560 
470 
700 
630 
520 
390 
370 
360 
550 
280 
260 
Vo is the initial foam volume generated only during stirring 
Vf  is the final foam volume after expansion 
ΔV is the expanded volume 
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